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When the ring of invisibi lity slips off and devices call

fallure, refusal, freedom and play.3 The same attributes

atten t ion to themselves, most of us try to ignore it.

are often assigned to hacking, a term with multip le

If we can't, we work to elim inate it. Artists in this

connotations. 4 The cu ltu res. purposes and processes

exhibi t ion have chosen instead to "domest icate" the

of glitch art can be similar, analogous or in anarchic

wild glitch, as Rosa Menkman has put it.
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solidarity with those of hacking.

glitch is both subject and material.
Offering a glimpse of the otherwise opaque processes,
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The glit ch has well -worn use as a narrative device. In

these practices extend the legacy of surreal ism and

popular media, glitches are a cue for the paranormal.

process art. By working with the grain of the medium,

Seriou s glitches: harbingers of doom. Lights go out,

glitch aesthetics are also indebt ed to abstr act forma list

cell signa ls fade: prepare for the worst. The growing

paint ing and str uctura l film, which deconstructed

lexicon of

glitches is cont inually re-aesthetic ized,

painti ng and fi lm as signs. These projects succeeded

most often as nostalgia. Emulations of vertical scratch

largely by discovering where a breakdown in the

patterns in cinema film have long since become a

med ium occurs and then exploit ing those limits.

standard feature of video edit ing software. The 70s

Celebrat ing uncer tainty, mishap and creative misuse,

and 80s are known by the wobble of aging analog tape

and transgress ively exposing what we are not meant

edits, the 90s by horizontal , rectilinear digital tape

to see, gl itch artists also part icipate in an aesthetics

artifacts. The passage of time is increas ingly marked

of abjection and resistance . Considered on the ir own
terms, they hunt the mysterious ghost in the machin e

by the idiosyncras ies of how media degrades.

to unveil it and dispe l the cloud of supersti t ion created
Technologies
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The

promis e of

functiona lity is itself a bias. Tools and processes are
further embedded with the prejudice of tasks they are
designed to perfo rm. The first task of video was to

by techno-myt holog ies.5
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designed for doing business. To experiment creatively
both instances, artists are placed in a peculia r positi on
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by the medium itself.
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declare its bias: a "desktop" of ''folders" and "files" is
with such a device is to work against the mater ial. In

Shane Mecklenbu rger
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Art ists work ing with video are obliged eit her to embrace
or resist television. Metaphors of everyday computing
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make television. The purpose of television, Schoolman
and Serra noted, is to deliver people to advert isers.
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